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Emergency Drill Procedures 
 
DO NOT use elevators in an evacuation 
  
Fire Drill 
            If the fire alarm sounds (or, in the case of a drill, the signal is given): 

1.     Have the children line up at the door in a single file line. Students should be trained to be SILENT 
and to immediately line up at the door. Do not allow any talking, pushing, or goofing off. 
2.     There needs to be an adult leader at the head and at the foot of the line when possible. 
3.     Follow the Evacuation Route to the designated meeting spot  

·       Have the students take nothing with them 
·       The last person out of the room needs to shut off the lights and close the door (if they do 
not shut automatically) 
·       The primary adult in the room needs to take the list of students in the room out with them 
·       The primary adult needs to count the students and make sure the list corresponds to the 
kids you have with you before leaving and after arriving at the meeting spot 
·       Once in the meeting place, if all is well, hold up the Green Card. If you need immediate 
assistance, hold up the Red Card. 

4.     Remain in your spot until the all-clear signal or other instructions have been given. 
  
  
Earthquake Drill “Drop, Cover, and Hold On” 
If you are inside, stay inside (until after shaking stops). If you are outside, stay outside. 
            On the signal or in case of an actual earthquake: 

1.     Have the students get on the floor on their hands and knees 
2.     All students and adults should get under their desk or table. Hold on to the leg of the table/desk with 
one hand and cover your head and neck with the other. Do not try to exit the building during shaking. If you 
cannot fit under a table, hunker down by an interior wall away from windows. Standing in a doorway is no 
longer recommended. 
3.     Have students face away from the windows. 

·       Explain to the kids an earthquake can last from several seconds to several minutes (you may 
wish to practice in real time) 
·       Explain what an earthquake may feel like 
·       Explain it may be very loud and things may fall down 
·       Explain that following an earthquake, depending on a variety of factors (damage, fire, injury, 
etc.) you will give further instructions 

4.     When shaking has stopped, immediately and before you exit your room, take ten seconds to look 
around, make a mental note of damage or dangers, and check to see if students are injured. Give immediate 
help to open airway, stop serious bleeding, or put out a small fire if any of these are needed.  
5.     Evacuate the building (see Fire Drill instructions above). 
6.     If an aftershock occurs while you are exiting, Drop, Cover, and Hold On until the shaking stops. 

 
 

In a room with no tables/shelter: 
• Drop to the floor on your knees next to an interior wall or next to low -lying furniture that won’t fall on 

you, away from glass and other hazards if possible. 
• Cover your head and neck with your hands and arms. 
• Hold On to something sturdy during the shaking. 
• “Wait a Minute” after shaking stops. Look around for hazards, including behind you, before getting up. 

Carefully exit the building if instructed. 
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If you are outside: 
• Move away from buildings, wires, sinkholes, and gas lines. The greatest danger from falling debris is just 

outside doorways and close to outer walls of buildings.  
• Go to an open area away from trees, telephone poles, and buildings. Once in the open, get down low 

and stay there until shaking stops. 
• The area near the outside walls of a building is the most dangerous place to be. Windows, facades, and 

architectural details are often the first parts of the building to collapse. Stay away from this danger zone. 
 


